
Notes!

Please ensure to avoid
accidents or injuries
on the walking trails.

Please take
all your trash

with you.

Smokers must use
portable ashtrays.

Please be careful not to cause
trouble to locals

when passing
near houses and facilities.

Do not enter
the abandoned rail tracks
when it begins to get dark.

Please take care
not to harm

animals or plants.
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KUMAMOTO ASO AREA

Oguni
Town

WALKING/
CYCLING
AROUND THE TOWN
AT THE END OF
THE TROLLEY TRAIN

0967-46-4111
yustation.oguni1987@gmail.com
https://sites.google.com/view/yustation-oguni 

Michi-no-eki Oguni Yu-Station
1754-17 Miyahara, Oguni Town, Aso District,
Kumamoto Prefecture, Japan 869-2501

Reservations must be made at least one day in advance.
On the day of your reservation, please come to the counter on the second floor with your ID.

Your guide will take you on a tour from Michi-no-eki Oguni Yu Station
to Mokkonkan via the promenade along the old JNR Miyahara Line.

TIME（Usage hours）

9:00ー16:30※

PRICE

¥1,000／bike (includes insurance and helmet rental charges)

PRICE

¥3,000／person
TIME REQUIRED

About 2 hours

NOTE

Tours are suitable for one to four people. 
Please make a reservation at least a week in advance.

NOTE

For more inform
ation

Have a time-slip adventure
on the abandoned tracks!
Enjoy the atmosphere of
old railroads! 

KUMAMOTO

ASO AREA

Oguni
Town

※You may use a rental bicycle until 16:30, even after your tour has ended.
　Please return any rented items before the end of the rental period.



WALKING/CYCLING MAP!

This is a railroad that connected Oguni in Kumamoto Prefecture with Kusu in Oita Prefecture and 
was used for 30 years before becoming a disused line. Although there are no rail tracks 
anymore, it has been maintained as a walking trail extending for about 4 km. You can enjoy the 
atmosphere of a bygone era, as there remain tunnels and an arch bridge along the way.

［ FORMER JAPAN NATIONAL RAILWAYS MIYAHARA LINE WALKING TRAIL ］

［ Adult/College Student ］¥600
Admiss ion Fee

You can walk through 
tunnels that have been kept 
in their original states. You 
can enjoy the feeling of 
going back in time, such as 
coming across the large 
nails that used to hold the 
railroad ties to the rail.
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Fall
Foliage
Tunnel

It is an area covered with 
broadleaf trees. The leaves 
hang down from both sides of 
the space created by cutting 
open a ridge, and you can 
enjoy a tunnel of colorful and 
beautiful foliage in the fall.
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The Konogawa Bridge offers a stunning view of Satochi and Satoyama. 
You can also enjoy a panoramic view of Mt.Waita on a fine day.
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It is a bamboo-reinforced bridge built 
with bamboo instead of steel bars, 
and it is registered as a national 
tangible cultural property. There is a 
wonderful spot where you can hear 
the murmur of the river running under 
the beautiful arch bridge.
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Jigokudani
Onsen

Takenoyu Onsen
Hagenoyu Onsen

Walking
Route

▶ ▶
［ START ］
Oguni Yu-Station
［Individually/e-bike rental］ 

［ GOAL ］
Mokkonkan

Former Japan National Railways
Miyahara Line Walking Trail
［Adventure on abandoned rail tracks］ 

▶ ▶

Free stroll
Route

▶ ▶
［ START ］
Mokkonkan

［ GOAL ］
Oguni Yu-Station
［Individually/e-bike return］ 

Waita hot-spring Village
［Free stroll］ ▶ ▶
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To the Walking Trail

To the Walking Trail
6 Donneru KanDonneru Kan

1 Former JNR TunnelsFormer JNR Tunnels

3 Scenic SpotsScenic Spots

4 Former JNR Bridge/Konogawa BridgeFormer JNR Bridge/Konogawa Bridge

2 Fall Foliage TunnelFall Foliage Tunnel

1 Former JNR TunnelsFormer JNR Tunnels

8 Restaurant
Kitazato Baran
Restaurant
Kitazato Baran

MokkonkanMokkonkanGOAL

7 Kitazato Shibasaburo Memorial MuseumKitazato Shibasaburo Memorial Museum

Michi-no-eki Oguni Yu-StationMichi-no-eki Oguni Yu-Station

START

Yukemuri ChayaYukemuri Chaya
STOPS AND BREAKS

Restaurant Kitazato Baran
Located in Mokkonkan. It 
offers dishes made with 
local Aso ingredients, 
including Akaushi beef and 
Oguni pork.

Kitazato Shibasaburo
Memorial Museum

It is a memorial hall for Dr. 
Kitazato Shibasaburo, a 
world-famous medical 
scientist from Oguni Town 
whose portrait appears on 
the new thousand-yen note.

Donneru Kan
This is a facility that showcases the life and 
achievements of Dr. Kitazato through 
digital content and videos for a 
contemporary audience.
(You can visit it with the admission fee for 
the Kitazato Shibasaburo Memorial 
Museum.)

Waita hot-spring Village
There are six hot springs with different 
sceneries and various spring qualities. You 
can also enjoy  dishes steamed in the hot 
spring.
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A short detour to a local spotwith a viewof the Satoyama landscape

Waita
hot-spring Village
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